Poster Description: The 2021 Department of Defense Women’s Equality Day poster consists of a white background and is presented as a landscape image. Superimposed upon the white background is a foreground consisting of pastel blue and red brushstrokes starting with blue in the upper left quadrant and transitioning to red in the lower right quadrant.

The poster’s tagline is at the top left corner in capitalized text and spread across three lines. It plays off the 2021 Women’s History Month Theme. The first line reads, Thank You, in large red script font. The second line in capitalized text reads, VALIANT WOMEN OF THE VOTE. All the words are in black font except the word “Women” which is in larger blue font. The third line reads, FOR REFUSING TO BE SILENCED. All the words are in black font except the word “Silenced” which is in larger red font.

Superimposed in the center of the poster is an image of six elementary-aged girls of various races. Five girls stand behind another who sits in a wheel chair. The children appear in blouses and shorts and several wear backpacks as if they are at school.

At the bottom left corner is the Department of Defense and Defense Equal Opportunity Management Institute (DEOMI) seals. Immediately below them are the U.S. Service seals in consecutive order for the Army, Marines, Navy, Air Force, Space Force, and Coast Guard.

At the bottom right corner is observance day in capitalized black text, AUGUST 26th. Immediately below the date is the observance title in capitalized black text, WOMEN’S EQUALITY DAY.